
 

AUTOMATIC GATES SYSTEMS NEED TESTING! 

 

Does my automatic gate system need testing? Yes absolutely it does! All powered 

entrance systems, including automatic gates, need maintaining with planned servicing 

and testing as defined by the manufacturer of the system and in compliance with current 

regulations! 

 

    
 

What regulations? The relevant British standards, DHF code and HSE notices to list just 

three. Gate Safe and other worthy organisations promoting safer gate installations and 

public awareness. 

 

     
 

Why? It has always been an offence to cause injury to persons or damage to property, so 

all owners or those responsible for a powered gate, need test results to prove they have 

demonstrated reasonable care and their system remains safe. 

 

What tests and what evidence? Different firms usually provide different documentation, 

however most commonly are the force testing results that show a pass or a fail. These 

force results on their own are not enough and some installations would have to fail to 

work. 

 

That makes no sense. It can do, if a gate is very large or has high wind resistance, the 

force required may be too high to pass the usual test. This gate can still be made safe by 

alternative protection, such as a non-contact solution, rendering the force test irrelevant at 

that point. So force testing is important but not conclusive, with 20+ more hazards to 

consider. 



 

What other tests are there? System testing and functional tests, pressure and time 

sequence testing, command & access codes, water resistance & drainage, mega tests, 

individual controls and equipment, communications, interface, alarm influencing, hold 

open, safety devices and many more. All of which may be unique to individual systems 

and everyone should meet the requirements of the manufacture and be recorded 

accordingly. 

 

  
 

Every day owners are protected in the knowledge their property has been fully tested! 
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